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Since the detonation of one atmospheric nuclear weapon in the een

the United Statoc, Nebraska, for example, sould extend an' electromagnetic
pulco or 50,000 volt jolt of electrictiy -in all directione throughout the
continental U.S., it is unthinkable that nuclear power planta do not have pro-
tcction againct ELIP cince ELIP will' cauce miltdovnis at nuclear power plants all
over the U.S.

Though the explosion of such an atmospheric weapon.has no blast and little
radiation effects, it would never-the-locc bathe the entire country in EDIP.
Thic makec the U.S. terribly vulnerable to terrorists and enemy forces.

Nuclear power plante could no longer operate becauce the H4P would destroy
the electrical circuits. Thorofore, emergency cooling cystems couldn't operate
either with the recult that uranium coree would heat up reculting in multiple
moltdownc.

'Why are nuclear power plants exempt from having to uithetand the effects ofr
war or terrorict acts?

E.!P protection is feasible and may not be too costly as evidenced by the
J- fact that the military is hardening ite control and communication equipment.

Until the outcome of this petition is resolved, I request that the operating
licence proceedings for the Perry nuclear power ' plant in Lake County; OH be
cucpended since the plant cannot be cafely. operated with this gap in its cafety
remaining open.
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Sincerely yours,,
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Connie Kline
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